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A theoretical study of the collective excitation associated with plasmon modes is presented for a
two-dimensional electron gas in the presence of spin orbit~SO! interaction induced by the Rashba
effect. In such a case, the plasmon excitation can be achieved via intra- and inter-SO electronic
transitions. As a result, three branches of the plasmon oscillations can be observed. It is found that
inter-SO plasmons depend strongly on sample parameters and, at a long-wavelength limit, are
optic-like, in contrast to intra-SO ones. The interesting features of these plasmon modes are
examined. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1541098#

The recent proposals for potential applications of elec-
tronic systems with finite spin splitting at zero magnetic field
to important devices such as spin-transistors,1

spin-waveguides,2 spin-filters,3 quantum computers,4 etc.
have opened up a field of research known as ‘‘spintronics.’’ It
is known that in, e.g., InAs-based two-dimensional electron
gas~2DEG! systems, the zero-field spin splitting can be re-
alized from surface electric field induced by the presence of
the heterostructures, known as the Rashba effect.5 The
strength of the spin-orbit~SO! coupling in these systems can
be controlled and altered by, e.g., applying a gate voltage,6

varying the sample growth parameters,7 etc. In order to un-
derstand these material systems more deeply and to explore
their further applications to the practical devices, it is neces-
sary and significant to examine the roles which many-body
effects can play in a 2DEG with SO coupling, and it is the
prime motivation of the present study.

In this letter, the case of elementary electronic excitation
induced by electron–electron~e–e! interaction is considered.
For a typical 2DEG in thexy plane in narrow gap semicon-
ductors, such as InGaAs/InAlAs quantum wells, the single-
electron Schro¨dinger equation including the lowest order of
SO interaction~SOI! can be solved analytically.2 Applying
the electron wave functions to the e–e interaction Hamil-
tonian induced by the Coulomb potential, the space Fourier
transform of the matrix element for the bare e–e interaction
can be obtained as

Vab~k,q!5VqF0~q!Gab~k,q!. ~1!

Here,a5(s8s) with s561 referring to different SOs,k
5(kx ,ky) is the electron wave vector along the 2D plane,
q5(qx ,qy) is the change ofk during a scattering event,Vq

52pe2/kq with k being the dielectric constant, and

Gab~k,q!5
11aAkq

2
da,b1

iaBkq

2
~12da,b!

with Akq5(k1q cosu)/uk1qu, Bkq5q sinu/uk1qu, and u
being the angle betweenk andq. Furthermore, in the present
study, the case of a narrow quantum well in which only one

electronic subband is present is considered, thus,F0(q)
5*dz1*dz2uc0(z1)u2uc0(z2)u2 exp(2quz12z2u) with c0(z)
being the electron wave function along the growth direction.
From electron energy spectrum obtained from the solution of
the Schro¨dinger equation, we can derive the retarded and
advanced Green’s functions for electrons. Applying these
Green’s functions andVab(k,q) to the diagrammatic tech-
niques to derive effective e–e interaction under the random-
phase approximation, the element of the dielectric function
matrix is obtained as

eab~V,q!5da,b2(
k

Vab~k,q!Pb~V;k,q!, ~2a!

where

Ps8s~V;k,q!5
f @Es8~k1q!#2 f @Es~k!#

\V1Es8~k1q!2Es~k!1 id
~2b!

is the pair bubble in the absence of e–e coupling andf (E) is
the Fermi–Dirac function. Furthermore

Es~k!5Es~k!5\2k2/2m* 1saRk ~2c!

is the energy spectrum of a 2DEG in the presence of SOI,
with m* being the electron effective mass andaR being the
Rashba parameter which measures the strength of the SOI.
Because(kBkqPs8s(V;k,q)50, the dielectric function ma-
trix of a 2DEG with Rashba spin splitting is obtained, setting
15(11),25(12),35(21) and 45(22), as

@e~V,q!#5S 11a1 0 0 a4

0 11a2 a3 0

0 a2 11a3 0

a1 0 0 11a4

D . ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, aj52@VqF0(q)/2#(k(16Akq)P j (V;k,q) where
upper~lower! case refers toj 51 or 4 for intra-SO transitions
( j 52 or 3 for inter-SO transitions!. The determinant of the
dielectric function matrix is

ue~V,q!u5~11a11a4!~11a21a3!. ~4!

The modes of elementary electronic excitations are de-
termined by Reue(V,q)u→0. In the presence of SOI, the col-a!Electronic mail: wen105@rsphysse.anu.edu.au
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lective excitation can be achieved via electron transitions in
different spin channels. At long wavelength~i.e., q!1) and
low temperature~i.e., T→0) limit, the plasmon frequencies
induced by intra- and inter-SO excitation are given, respec-
tively, by

V05vpS 12
v22v1

v0/2 D 1/2

, ~5a!

and by solving

lnS V1v2

V2v2
•

V2v1

V1v1
D5

v0V

vp
2 . ~5b!

Here,vp5(2pe2neq/km* )1/2 is the plasmon frequency of a
2DEG in the absence of the SOI,v0516pne\/m* , v6

54aRApn6/\ andne5n11n2 is the total electron density
of the 2DEG. Moreover, the electron density in different spin
channels

n65~ne/2!7~ka /2p!A2pne2ka
2 ~6!

is obtained from the condition of electron number conserva-
tion for case ofne.ka

2/p with ka5m* aR /\2. When ne

<ka
2/p, only spin-down states are occupied by electrons

and, therefore, the system is spin polarized~i.e., n150 and
n25ne). It can be seen from Eq.~5b! that at a long-
wavelength limit, two branches of the inter-SO plasmon can
be observed whenV6→v6 andV6 depends generally onq
via vp .

In Fig. 1, the electron density in different SOs and plas-
mon frequency induced by intra- and inter-SO excitation are
shown as a function of the Rashba parameter at a fixedne

and a fixedvp for an InGaAs-based 2DEG. The nature of the
energy spectrum for a 2DEG with SOI@see Eq.~2c!# implies
that although the direction of the spin can change when an
electron moves ink space, the density of states~DOS! for

spin-up channel is shifted to the higher energy regime in
comparison to that for spin-down one. Thus, the electron
DOS and, consequently, the electron distribution in different
SOs can be different. With increasingaR , more and more
electrons are in the spin-down channel because it has a lower
energy. A relatively big difference betweenn2 and n1 has
been measured experimentally.7 We see from Fig. 1 that:~1!
V0 induced by intra-SO excitation differs fromvp and de-
creases slowly with increasingaR @also see Eq.~5a!#; ~2! V2

induced by inter-SO excitation increases almost linearly with
aR ; ~3! V1 induced by inter-SO excitation as well first in-
creases then decreases with increasingaR ; ~4! V6 can be
much larger thanV0 and V2 is always larger thanV1 ,
which indicates that high-frequency plasmon excitation can
be achieved in a spin-split 2DEG via inter-SO electronic
transitions;~5! the larger differences betweenn2 and n1 ,
V0 andvp , and betweenV2 andV1 can be observed at a
larger value ofaR ; and~6! V6 depends much more strongly
on aR thanV0 does.

In Fig. 2, the electron distribution in different SOs and
plasmon frequency due to different excitation modes are
plotted as a function of total electron density for fixedaR

andvp . The more pronounced differences betweenn2 and
n1 , V2 and V1 , and betweenV0 and vp can be seen at
relatively lower electron densities.V2 /vp increases almost
linearly with ne , whereasV1 /vp increases more rapidly
with ne . Again,V6 depends much more strongly onne than
V0 does andV6 can be much larger thanV0 . Since plas-
mon excitation from an electron gas is achieved by electronic
transition around Fermi level (EF), changing sample param-
eters such asaR andne implies thatEF is varied and, so,V0

andV6 depend onaR andne . Furthermore, a nonparabolic
subband structure of the 2DEG with SOI@see Eq.~2c!# leads
to an V0 different from that obtained from a parabolic one
@see Eq.~5a!#.

FIG. 1. Electron density in different SOs (ns) and plasmon frequency (V0

and V6 induced, respectively, by intra- and inter-SO excitation! vs the
Rashba parameter (aR) at a fixed total electron densityne and a fixedvp

5(2pe2neq/km* )1/2.

FIG. 2. Electron distribution and plasmon frequency as a function of total
electron density for fixedaR andvp .
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The dependence of plasmon frequency due to intra- or
inter-SO excitation onvp or q is shown in Fig. 3 for fixed
aR and ne , whereq is the change of electron wave vector
~or momentum! during a scattering event. At a long-
wavelength limit,V0;vp;q1/2 @see Eq.~5a!# similar to the
case in the absence of the SOI. AlthoughV6 should, in
principle, depend onq via vp @see Eq.~5b!#, the numerical
results shown here suggest that at a long-wavelength limit,
over a wide regime ofvp or q, V6→v654aRApn6/\
depends very little onq or vp , especially forV1 . The most
important conclusion drawn from Fig. 3 is that at long-
wavelength limit, inter-SO plasmons are optic-like, in sharp
contrast to intra-SO plasmon and to those observed in a con-
ventional 2DEG. It should be noted thataR andne used in
Fig. 3 are typical sample parameters realized from InGaAs/
InAlAs quantum wells.6,7 For these parameters,V6;THz
and V22V1;1 THz ~or 4 meV or 300 mm! can be
achieved, which suggests that these plasmon modes are mea-
surable by using recently developed long-wavelength laser
and optoelectronic technologies.

In this study, it has been found that in a 2DEG with SOI
due to the Rashba effect, the plasmon excitation can be
achieved via intra- and inter-SO electronic transitions so that

three plasmon modes can be generated. The inter-SO plas-
mons (V2 andV1) depend strongly on the strength of the
SOI and total electron density of the system, whereas the
intra-SO one (V0) depends much more weakly on these
sample parameters. The plasmon frequency~especiallyV6)
of a 2DEG in the presence of SOI can differ significantly
from vp obtained from a conventional 2DEG. In InAs-based
2DEGs,V6 and V22V1 can reach up to THz. This sug-
gests that these systems can be used as semiconductor THz
generators and detectors. At long-wavelength limit, in sharp
contrast toV0;vp;q1/2, V6 depends very little onq and
therefore is optic-like. Experimentally, it is not so easy to
measurevp for a 2DEG becausevp;q1/2, where techniques
such as grating couplers have to be used.8 However, optic-
like plasmons excited via inter-SO transitions in a 2DEG
should be more easily observed through, e.g., optical
absorption,9 Raman spectrum,10 ultrafast pump-and-probe
experiments,8 etc. I therefore hope that the theoretical pre-
dictions in this letter can be verified experimentally.

The author is a Research Fellow of the Australian Re-
search Council. Discussions with P. Vasilopoulos~Concor-
dia, Canada! and M. P. Das~ANU, Australia! are gratefully
acknowledged.
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the plasmon frequency onvp5(2pe2neq/km* )1/2

for fixed aR andne . Herev654aRApn6/\ and note different scales forV
andvp .
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